GAIA: Global Assimilation of Information for Action
A Systems Approach to Manage Climate Disruption Risks in Public Health and Security
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GAIA Mission: To provide actionable knowledge to
decision makers, build capacity for communicating ideas, and create resiliency through discovery.

http://gaia.jhuapl.edu
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Abstract

APL and a Systems Approach

Numerous studies and task forces have noted that projected climate
disruption poses a serious threat to America’s national security
because it creates and amplifies instability in some of the most
volatile regions of the world. The big question is how to transfer the
knowledge about climate change into an assessment of impacts so
that decision makers can properly manage risk. This is a problem
suited for a systems engineering approach, and this approach is
being implemented through the GAIA project. Here we will discuss
elements of the GAIA approach and how it could be used, giving
examples for a range of issues. In particular, the GAIA project
can use strategic simulations and analysis as unique tools to help
decision makers get a deeper understanding of the problem space
and how risk can be better managed using different approaches.

Methodology:
• Employ risk management and systems engineering
processes
• Use strategic simulations to provide the means to
assess potential options

The Challenge
As the unparalleled challenges and
opportunities of a changing climate
have been recognized, there has been
a growing demand from leaders in
both the public and private sectors for
information and more effective ways to
support climate-related decisions.

Symposia/Conferences/
Speaker Series/
Thought Pieces
Largely a one-way information dissemination by
SMEs

The National Security Challenge
Physical Models
Impact Projections
Critical Infrastructure & Resources
National Security Assessments

Mitigation

DoD* recognizes
that to assess
and then take
action on national
security risks,
data from many
organizations
need to be
integrated.

NASA, DOE, National Labs, NSF, DoD, IC
NOAA
USGCRP (13 agencies)
USDA, USGS, DOE, DHS, FEMA
Intelligence Community

Response

* Chart based on one presented by Amanda Dory (Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Strategy)
at the Adapting to Climate and Energy Challenges Symposium (APL, March 2011).

War Rooms/Red Cells/
Seminars/Workshops
Interactive information
development/exchange
by SMEs with potential
M&S/tools/database
support

Seminar Exercises/
Role Playing/Competitive
and Cooperative Games
Scenario-based with
SMEs as “active participants” and likely
M&S/tools/database
support

Most Qualitative

Often scenario-based
with SMEs providing key
inputs for M&S and then
vetting M&S outputs

Most Quantitative

GAIA can be used to “cyberenable” workshops and capture
knowledge of subject-matter
experts (SMEs)

Identify the problem
and objectives

Crafting Competitive and
Cooperative Games
Problem
Definition
Simulation Scope
Review
Preliminary Design
Review

Immersion Seminar
SME Identification

Critical Design
Review
Simulation
Event

Community
of Practice

Data Review
and Analysis

Presentation
of Findings

APL
recommends
modifying
strategic
simulation tool
sets, used in
the national
security arena,
to develop risk
management
options.

Risk Analysis Is Multidimensional
and Integrative

Science and Data

NASA, DOE, National Labs, NSF, DoD, IC
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options
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Make decision
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Modeling and
Simulation (M&S)

Robust analytic environments are needed to integrate
people (e.g., SMEs), processes, and tools (including models)
in coherent, disciplined ways to help inform decision
makers on complex operational problems.
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Monitor
and reassess

4

Identify
options

• National Maritime Domain Awareness (MDA)
Summit for USCG
• Maryland Emergency Management Administration
• Other DoD and National Security Sponsors

Objectives
• Evaluate the adequacy of prediction, warning,
response, and recovery infrastructure
• Evaluate the impact of technologies and infrastructure
• Examine the dynamic of the actors required to satisfy
internal constituencies and cost constraints
• Explore practices among actors and interrelated
interest groups to develop synergies, efficiencies,
and strategies
• Test practices and
procedures

Existing data models must be transformed to form a deep
understanding of the problem and its consequences and to
assess alternatives to action.
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APL Has Used Its Methodology
in Collaboration with Different
Organiztions to Help Solve Their
Complex Problems

Example 1: Natural Disaster—
Extreme Weather Scenarios

NRC Risk Management Structure
The NRC suggests an iterative
risk management structure to
address the complex issues
caused by climate variability.

The GAIA collaboratory is a virtual place where a diverse
group of people can come together.
• Detailed searchable user profiles
• Mass e-mail contact
• Issue-oriented focus
pages
• Data visualization

Strategic simulations create
an environment where
all components interact,
allowing for the unexpected
to occur during operation of
the simulations. They create
an opportunity for users to
employ strategies and assess
their consequences.

Analysis Spectrum for Informing
Decision Makers

Informing Decisions in a Changing Climate, National Research Council, 2011

Science & Data

− Include decision makers as actors, select options
based on their insight and the response of the
physical and economic models

The GAIA Collaboratory

Threaded discussions can take place
during the session and are captured
for post-meeting follow-up.

Models

NOAA

Projections

USGCRP (13 agencies)

Food, Water, and
Energy Projections

USDA, USGS, DOE, DHS, FEMA

National Security Assessments

Intelligence Community

Mitigation

Response

GAIA
Web interface to (unclassified)
models, data, analysis, and the
ability to operate with and
segregate classified information

GAIA incorporates web-based and collaborative environments and facilitates
cyber-enabled workshops that foster the development of strategic, operational, and tactical simulations designed to provide decision makers with
actionable information.

Objectives
• Analyze resilience and threats in the Brahmaputra
River Basin
− Determine whether and to what extent climate and
water issues impact the stability and security of
surrounding nations
− Exercise statistical models of interactions between
climate, water, food, health, and population
− Analyze adaptation
− Develop a series of indicators and warnings of
climate-related and environmentally induced instability

Example 4: Near Term—Climate
Resilient Chesapeake Region
• NOAA RISA project
− APL is a Co-PI (with CIER) on a recent proposal to
NOAA for a 5-year Regional Integrated Science and
Assessments (RISA)

• Problem
− Chesapeake Bay region under stress from population
growth and climate change
− Focus on water resource management
− Bridge the disconnect between research activities and
policy makers

Example 2: Extreme Space Weather
Problem Space
Extreme space weather events have potential multiple
impacts to our infrastructure.
Prevention/Mitigation:

Preparedness:

Actions taken to reduce or
eliminate the effects of an
emergency or disaster

Actions taken to prior to
an emergency or disaster to
ensure an effective response

EMERGENCY
MANAGEMENT

Multidimensional analysis
of risks and mitigation options
Cyber-enabled workshops,
simulations, and exercises

Example 3: Climate and Water
Impacts on Security of South Asia

Recovery:

Response:

Actions taken to recover
from an emergency or
disaster

Actions taken to respond
to an emergency or
disaster

Severe Space Weather Events—Understanding
Societal and Economic Impacts Workshop Report,
National Research Council, 2008, ISBN 0-309-12770-X

• Solution
− GAIA framework will play an integral role identifying
SMEs and developing stakeholder requirements, data
visualization, and decision support tools

The Chesapeake Bay
watershed has 8
major sub-sheds and
stretches from southern
Virginia into New York
state (Sources: UVa,
EPA).

